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1.1 BRIEF 

GLS was appointed by Swartland Municipality to perform a pipe replacement study 
for the entire water distribution system of the Swartland Municipality. 

 The project entails the verification of system data, establishment of a computer model 
for the pipe replacement network, performing an analysis and reporting. 

 

1.2 SCOPE OF THE REPORT 

 This report addresses the prioritization of replacing water pipes within the Swartland 
Municipality, comprising the towns of Malmesbury, Moorreesburg, Darling, 
Yzerfontein, Koringberg, Riebeek Kasteel and Riebeek Wes. 

 

1.3 DISCLAIMER 

 The investigation has been performed and this report has been compiled based on 
the information made available to GLS. All efforts, within budget constraints, have 
been made during the gathering of information to ensure the highest degree of data 
integrity.  The information supplied to GLS by the Swartland Municipality and other 
Consultants at the outset of this Pipe Replacement Plan is assumed to be the most 
accurate representation of the existing system up to date hereof. 

 All recommendations pertaining to identifying pipes for replacement should be 
regarded as an initial best assumption and further investigation such as onsite 
inspection should be performed by the client to verify the pipe replacement priority 
before commencing any upgrading projects. 

 Subsequent to the completion of the data capturing the layout plans, including the 
relevant attributes, were handed back to the Municipality so that the information could 
be verified by the Client.  GLS can therefore not be held accountable for inaccurate 
information received pertaining to the components of the existing system. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

 The pipe replacement potential (PRP) for any one pipe in the water distribution model 
is assessed by combining two critical indices – the likelihood of failure (LF) and 
consequence of failure (CF). 

 These two indices are assessed for each pipe by an index value within a range of 
1 to 5. Various independent factors contribute to each of these indices. The extent of 
the individual ranges is varied in order to adjust the degree which each independent 
factor influences the PRP. 

 For the LF the following independent factors have been identified pertaining to each 
pipe which will be discussed in more detail in paragraph 2.2 below. 

1. Nominal diameter 
2. Reserve water pressure ratio 
3. Catalogue remaining useful life 
4. Master Plan item 
5. Leakage volume 
6. Undesired material 
7. Failure frequency 

 For the CF the following independent factors have been identified pertaining to each 
pipe which will be discussed in more detail in paragraph 2.3 below. 

1. High damage cost to consumer due to water pressure 
2. High damage cost to consumer due to flow 
3. High repair cost 
4. Flooding due to geography 
5. Strategic location 
6. Lack of network redundancy 
7. Pavement management system correlation 

 The contributing factors are then totalled using various respective weights and 
normalized to give a total LF or CF index in the range of 1 to 5 respectively. A LF % 
and CF % is also calculated with the ranked LF and CF values respectively. 

 An initial weight distribution for the LF factors were adopted for Swartland, which was 
refined during workshop sessions in November 2012 as follows: 

  

2. METHODOLOGY 
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 Likelihood of Failure Property Weight Weight 
(%) 

Nominal diameter (mm) 20 19,0 

Reserve water pressure ratio 10 9,5 

Catalogue remaining useful life (yr) 15 14,3 

Master Plan Item 5 4,8 

Leakage volume (ℓ/min/km) 10 9,5 

Undesired material 20 19,0 

Failure frequency (breaks/km/yr) 25 23,8 

Total  100,0 
 

Likewise an initial weight distribution for the CF factors were adopted for Swartland, 
which was also refined during the workshop sessions as follows: 

Consequence of Failure Property Weight Weight 
(%) 

High cost to consumer due to high water pressure (m) 2 3,0 

High cost to consumer due to flow (ℓ/s) 15 19,0 

High repair cost due to pipe location 10 13,0 

Flooding due to geography 5 6,0 

Strategic location 20 26,0 

Network redundancy (ℓ/s) 10 13,0 

Pavement management system 15 19,0 

Total  100,0 
  

The source data could have a granularity larger than that of one pipe (e.g. geology 
could be defined for a whole area covering a selection of pipes). In this case 
contributing factors are assessed by spreading the overall value onto the entities of 
smallest granularity, i.e. over the individual modelled pipes. 

The total pipe replacement potential (PRP) is then calculated for each pipe as an 
index 

    PRP = LF x CF (in the range of 1 to 25) 

 By calculating the product of the two indices the compound risk is assessed. Only if a 
pipe has a high likelihood of failure and a high risk for consequence of failure will a 
high potential for replacement result. In addition the expected replacement cost for 
every pipe is calculated. The table of pipes in the model can then be sorted in order 
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of decreasing PRP and a ranking PRP% from 100% to 0% is also displayed. The 
pipes with the highest replacement potential can then be visualized graphically and 
the associated total replacement cost determined 

The PRP can then be aggregated in various ways to provide a pipe length weighted 
average, maximum or minimum for various collections, such as per 

• Region (Township, suburb or neighbourhood) 
• System (Reservoir zone or other subsystem) 

 

2.2 FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO LIKELIHOOD OF FAILURE 

 The procedure followed to determine each of the factors contributing to the LF is 
outlined below: 

2.2.1 Nominal diameter 

 The Wadiso model contains a user definable field which contains the nominal pipe 
diameter. The basic assumption here is that the larger the pipe diameter the less 
likely pipe failures will result. This is a primary factor which should ideally only be 
used when better information on the likelihood of failure is not available. The 
following classification index was adopted to rate this factor: 

 

Likelihood of Failure Property Criteria 
   (<=) 

Rating 
(1 - 5) 

Nominal diameter (mm) 75 5 

Nominal diameter (mm) 160 4 

Nominal diameter (mm) 200 3 

Nominal diameter (mm) 300 2 

Nominal diameter (mm) 350 1 

Nominal diameter (mm) 9999 1   

It can be seen that very small diameters are severely penalized (high rating). 
Diameters above 350 mm are regarded as less likely to fail and are not penalized.  

2.2.2 Reserve pressure ratio 

 The concept of a reserve pressure ratio is introduced. Every pipe in the model can 
have the property [pressure rating (kPa)] which expresses the maximum allowable 
service pressure of the pipe. This value is converted to units of metre (m) water 
pressure.  

 The highest pressures in a pipe network are usually experienced during static (low 
flow or night time) conditions. The result of the static analysis is presented at the 
nodes of the model. Every pipe has an upstream and a downstream node for which 
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the static pressure is available from the Wadiso result variables. The [pipe average 
static pressure (m)] is then determined by averaging the nodal static pressures, i.e. 
[(US SHead+DS SHead)/2].  Should this value be negative, a zero value is assumed. 

 The reserve pressure ratio is then defined as 

  [pipe average static pressure (m)] ÷ [pressure rating (m)] 

 Should the pressure rating be zero for some reason (invalid data) then a zero reserve 
pressure ratio is assumed. A reserve pressure rating of 1,0 indicates that the pipe 
has no reserve capacity with regards to pressure and a rating of bigger than 1,0 
indicates over-stressing the pipe risking severe pipe rupture. 

 Should the pressure rating not be available for the pipes in the model, a suitable 
default value should be entered, such as 90 m (or for example 899 kPa to flag the 
value as unknown). This will have the side effect of only evaluating the model based 
on average static pressure. The following classification index was adopted to rate this 
factor: 

Likelihood of Failure Property Criteria 
   (<=) 

Rating 
(1 - 5) 

Reserve water pressure ratio 0,2 1 

Reserve water pressure ratio 0,5 2 

Reserve water pressure ratio 0,7 3 

Reserve water pressure ratio 1,0 4 

Reserve water pressure ratio 10000 5 
 

 It can be seen that the rating increases as the Reserve Pressure increases to unity. 

2.2.3 Catalogue remaining useful life 

 For every pipe in the model the standard remaining useful life can be determined. 
The Wadiso model should contain the material for every pipe in the model. For every 
material a standard life is assumed for a pipe of that material, as outlined typically in 
the table below: 
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Property Criteria Life 
(yr) 

Pipe material life (undefined) 40 
Pipe material life Cast iron (CI) * 100 
Pipe material life Ductile iron (DI) 100 
Pipe material life Fibre reinforced cement (FC or AC) 40 
Pipe material life Glass reinforced plastic (GRP) * 60 
Pipe material life High density polyethylene (HDPE) * 80 
Pipe material life Modified polyvinyl chloride (mPVC) * 50 
Pipe material life “Polycop” plastic piping (POLYCOP) 70 
Pipe material life Steel (STEEL) 90 
Pipe material life Unplasticized polyvinyl chloride (uPVC) 60   

For pipes of unknown material (i.e. blank) an average life of 40 years is assumed. 

 For every pipe in the Wadiso model, the year of installation of the pipe [AM_Year] 
should be available. This can often be obtained from Asset Register Databases. The 
standard remaining useful life for any pipe is then calculated as: 

 [Standard Life Expectancy based on material] – ([Current Year] – [AM Year]) 

Should the year of installation be unknown, the average age as calculated from all 
known installations are used. For Swartland this value was 44 years. 

 The following classification index was developed to rate this factor:  

Likelihood of Failure Property Criteria 
   (<=) 

Rating 
(1 - 5) 

Catalogue remaining useful life (yr) 5 5 

Catalogue remaining useful life (yr) 10 4 

Catalogue remaining useful life (yr) 20 3 

Catalogue remaining useful life (yr) 50 2 

Catalogue remaining useful life (yr) 99999 1 
 

 It can be seen that the rating decreases as the Remaining Useful Life increases.  

2.2.4 Master Plan item 

 As part of the master plan of a water distribution network, pipes in the present model 
are identified, which should be upgraded by either replacement or parallel 
reinforcement. This provides an independent assessment by an engineer of those 
pipes that should be replaced in the water network based on the hydraulic capacity of 
the pipe. 
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 The rationale of the master plan item concept is that if a pipe has to be replaced due 
to insufficient hydraulic capacity, the replacement of this pipe can be brought forward 
if the other criteria indicate an increased likelihood of failure. 

 Usually only the future model (which includes schematic pipes for future extensions 
to the model) is provided to the client, with all the master plan items identified. By 
spatially mapping the pipes identified with the MP prefix in the [MP Type] field to 
pipes existing in the present model, the present model is augmented with the 
required information. 

 The following classification index was adopted to rate this factor: 

Likelihood of Failure Property Criteria 
   (<=) 

Rating 
(1 - 5) 

Master Plan item (undefined) 3 

Master Plan item MP 5 
 

2.2.5 Leakage volume 

 The historic bulk delivery of water into a zone can be measured by a zone meter. The 
end-user consumption of the water provided to the zone can be obtained from 
treasury water sales records. Provided zone meters are installed covering many 
small zones a water balance analysis can be performed for the many small zones. 
Then by performing a zone to modelled pipe spatial correlation the pipe data model 
can be extended to include a [Leakage volume] field. The following classification 
index was developed to rate this factor: 

Likelihood of Failure Property Criteria 
   (<=) 

Rating 
(1 - 5) 

Leakage volume (ℓ/min/km) 3,7 1 

Leakage volume (ℓ/min/km) 4 2 

Leakage volume (ℓ/min/km) 7 3 

Leakage volume (ℓ/min/km) 9 4 

Leakage volume (ℓ/min/km) 999 5 
 

2.2.6 Undesired material 

 Pipe material plays a large role in pipe replacement prioritization. With technology 
development, improved and cheaper materials are discovered which expose 
unwanted characteristics of the older materials. These unwanted materials need to 
be replaced. The Wadiso model should contain the material for every pipe in the 
model. Each material is outlined in the table below: 
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Likelihood of Failure Property Criteria Rating 
(1 - 5) 

Undesired material (undefined) 3 

Undesired material AC 5 

Undesired material HDPE 1 

Undesired material PVC 3 
 

2.2.7 Failure frequency 

Logged pipe failure is an important source of information to identify where pipe 
failures are likely to occur in future. Although a pipe section of the failed pipe would 
have been replaced by a new pipe, the underlying reason for failure might not have 
been resolved and future failures are likely to occur again in adjacent sections until a 
pipe replacement of the total street block or area of pipes has been done. 

Typically a report containing information on the location, closest stand number (in 
some cases), street address (in some cases) and dates of pipe burst recording and 
repair is available. In Swartland Municipality 271 incidents were captured for the 
period 2010 to 2012.  The information was captured in shape format.  

All 271 incidents could be successfully geo-referenced and linked to a pipe number. 
The data was then converted to point shape (GIS) files. (See Table SRW 2 in 
Appendix for the final dataset used).  

The pipe data model was then extended with fields to store the number of pipe 
failures per year for the surveyed years (1999 to 2012). The failure record, as well as 
the average annual number of pipe failures per length of modelled pipe, is not the 
same for all areas. Results vary from a maximum of 50 incidents per year per km of 
modelled pipe to zero incidents per pipe. 

The following classification index was adopted after doing a frequency distribution on 
the data, to rate this factor.  

 The following classification index was developed to rate this factor: 

Likelihood of Failure Property Criteria Rating 
(1 - 5) 

Failure frequency (breaks/km/yr) 0 1 

Failure frequency (breaks/km/yr) 10 2 

Failure frequency (breaks/km/yr) 20 3 

Failure frequency (breaks/km/yr) 40 4 

Failure frequency (breaks/km/yr) 999 5 
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2.3 FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO CONSEQUENCE OF FAILURE 

 The procedure followed to determine each of the factors contributing to the CF is 
outlined below: 

2.3.1 Likelihood of high cost to consumer due to water pressure 

 The Wadiso Model data contains the balanced results after a steady-state analysis 
for the AADD (average annual daily demand) scenario. This scenario models the 
situation in the pipe network on an average day of the year. During a pipe failure 
damage due to flooding can occur. The higher the water pressure in the pipe network 
the higher the potential for high damage cost to the consumer. 

 The field [AvgHead (m)] is available in the Pipe Data Model to assess this factor. The 
following classification index was developed to rate this factor: 

Consequence of Failure Property Criteria 
   (<=) 

Rating 
(1 - 5) 

High cost to consumer due to high water pressure (m) 30 1 

High cost to consumer due to high water pressure (m) 60 2 

High cost to consumer due to high water pressure (m) 90 3 

High cost to consumer due to high water pressure (m) 120 4 

High cost to consumer due to high water pressure (m) 999 5 
 

2.3.2 Likelihood of high cost to consumer due to flow 

 The Wadiso Model data contains the balanced results after a steady-state analysis 
for the present operational average day demand scenario (AADD). This scenario 
models the situation in the pipe network expected on the average day of the year. 
During a pipe failure damage due to flooding can occur. The higher the flow rate in 
the pipe network the higher the potential for high damage cost to the consumer. This 
can be unrelated to the pressure in the network at the point. 

 If a pipe is delivering water to consumers, i.e. not only feeding storage facilities such 
as reservoirs, then the flow in the pipe is directly proportional to the demand of the 
connected consumer(s). The potential cost of claims to the water service provider 
from the consumer due to the non-supply of water as a result of a pipe failure is 
again directly proportional to the amount of flow in the pipe. 

 The field [Flow (m)] is available in the pipe data model to assess this factor.  

 The following classification index was adopted to rate this factor: 
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Consequence of Failure Property Criteria 
   (<=) 

Rating 
(1 - 5) 

High cost to consumer due to flow (ℓ/s) 10 1 

High cost to consumer due to flow (ℓ/s) 15 2 

High cost to consumer due to flow (ℓ/s) 20 3 

High cost to consumer due to flow (ℓ/s) 100 4 

High cost to consumer due to flow (ℓ/s) 10000 5 
 

2.3.3 Likelihood of high repair cost 

 The Wadiso Model data contains data that classifies the type of every pipe in the 
present model with respect to the excavation type in case of repair. The field 
[Cost_FN] mainly identifies where pipes are located in a road reserve (default) or 
under a road. Alternatively pipes located in a Public Open Space can also be 
identified.  

 The following classification index was developed to rate this factor: 

Consequence of Failure Property Criteria Rating 
(1 - 5) 

High repair cost due to pipe location (undefined) 3 
 

2.3.4 Likelihood of flooding due to geography 

 In order to quantify the likelihood of flooding due to the geography with emphasis on 
the slope of roads, a graphical interactive slope analysis is performed to establish 
whether a pipe is installed in areas where the cross-sectional slope is steeper than 
1:10. Should a pipe be located on the lower side of these sloped areas, flooding of 
the properties on the lower side is likely to occur.  

 This analysis has been performed for the Swartland Municipality. The following 
classification index was developed to rate this factor: 

Consequence of Failure Property Criteria Rating 
(1 - 5) 

Flooding due to geography (undefined) 3 

Flooding due to geography STEEP 5 
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2.3.5 Likelihood of strategic location 

 In order to emphasize the effect of strategic location with emphasis on high density 
industrial areas, hospitals or CBD areas, a classification index is adopted for this 
factor: 

Consequence of Failure Property Criteria Rating 
(1 - 5) 

Strategic location (undefined) 3 

Strategic location BUSSCOMM 5 

Strategic location HOSPITAL 5 

Strategic location SCHOOL 5 
 

2.3.6 Redundancy 

 Pipe redundancy plays a significant role in pipe replacement prioritization. Pipe 
redundancy is calculated as follows: 

 The system is first balanced at the typical present operational average day demand 
scenario. Then a special routine evaluates the effect of the failure of every pipe 
individually. If the effect is that part of the network will not be supplied with water then 
the actual flow of the pipe is stored as criteria for the redundancy parameter. If the 
effect is that no part of the network will be isolated of water supply, then a value of 
zero is stored. This analysis has been performed for Swartland Municipality. The 
following classification index was developed to rate this factor and shows the amount 
of flow that could not be delivered by the pipe if there is no redundancy. 

Consequence of Failure Property Criteria 
   (<=) 

Rating 
(1 - 5) 

Network redundancy (ℓ/s) 10 1 

Network redundancy (ℓ/s) 15 2 

Network redundancy (ℓ/s) 20 3 

Network redundancy (ℓ/s) 50 4 

Network redundancy (ℓ/s) 999 5 
 

2.3.7 Pavement Management System 

 As part of the pavement management system, roads are identified which should be 
upgraded by either resurfacing or reconstruction. This provides an independent 
assessment by an engineer of those roads that should be upgraded in the road 
network based on the assessment made for the PMS. 
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 The rationale of the PMS item concept is that if a pipe has to be replaced due to 
likelihood of failure results, the replacement of this pipe can be brought forward if the 
PMS suggests future upgrading of the road within which the pipe falls. 

 The following classification index was adopted to rate this factor: 

Consequence of Failure Property Criteria 
   (<=) 

Rating 
(1 - 5) 

Pavement management system (undefined) 1 

Pavement management system VG 1 

Pavement management system G 2 

Pavement management system F 3 

Pavement management system P 4 

Pavement management system VP 5 
 

This procedure would prevent newly constructed or resealed road surfaces being 
damaged for pipe replacement soon after the remedial work has been completed as 
the procedure would rather suggest the opposite sequence. 

 

2.4 RISK EXPOSURE ANALYSIS 

2.4.1 Background 

 It was proposed to align Asset Management (AM) principles (such as Remaining 
Useful Life & Criticality Grade) with the PRP approach in order to identify pipes for 
replacement. The aim is to provide an absolute measure of need of replacement, not 
only by ranking, and to provide a way to compare the PRP of pipes among different 
replacement models with each other. 

 The existing PRP analysis comprises the rating of Likelihood of Failure factors and 
Consequence of Failure factors and by the product of the two critical indices – the 
likelihood of failure (LF) and consequence of failure (CF).  

 The aligned approach requires that the Criticality Grade (CG), Expected Useful Life 
(EUL) and the Remaining Useful Life (RUL) be determined from the existing PRP 
factors.  

2.4.2 Criticality Grade 

 The independent Criticality Grade [%] for a pipe is determined from a weighted total 
of the following PRP factors (which are each rated in the range of 1 to 5): 

• High damage cost to consumer due to water pressure 
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• High damage cost to consumer due to flow 
• High repair cost 
• Flooding due to geography 
• Strategic location 
• Lack of network redundancy 
• Pavement management system correlation 

 Each of the individual PRP factors have previously been scored from 1 to 5 as part of 
the PRP analysis. Weights have also been assigned to each factor within the CF set.  
These weights can be reused in conjunction with the score to derive a final weighted 
Criticality Grade for a pipe expressed in the range of 1 to 5.  

2.4.3 Expected Useful Life 

 The Wadiso model should contain the material for every pipe in the model. For every 
material a standard expected life is assumed for a pipe of that material, as outlined 
typically in the table below. For pipes of unknown material (i.e. blank) an average life 
of 40 years is assumed for Swartland. 

Property Criteria Life 
(yr) 

Pipe Material Life (undefined) 40 
Pipe Material Life Cast iron (CI) * 100 
Pipe Material Life Ductile iron (DI) 100 
Pipe Material Life Fibre reinforced cement (FC or AC) 40 
Pipe Material Life Glass reinforced plastic (GRP) * 60 
Pipe Material Life High density polyethylene (HDPE) * 80 
Pipe Material Life Modified polyvinyl chloride (mPVC) * 50 
Pipe Material Life “Polycop” plastic piping (POLYCOP) 70 
Pipe Material Life Steel (STEEL) 90 
Pipe Material Life Unplasticized polyvinyl chloride (uPVC) 60 

 

2.4.4 Remaining Useful Life 

 The standard remaining useful life is defined as per 2.2.3 as 

 [Life Expectancy based on material] – ([Current Year] – [AM Year]) 

 Failure Mode-based RUL can be determined, where failure modes will be considered 
to increase or decrease the standard RUL. The following three failure modes can be 
considered with the available data from the PRP model: Capacity, Performance and 
Condition. 

 A simplified model is proposed where the Standard RUL can be increased or 
decreased in a linear function based on a weighted score of the individual comprising 
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factors. Each of the individual PRP factors have previously been scored from 1 to 5 
as part of the PRP analysis. Weights have also been assigned to each factor within 
set of LF. These weights can be reused in conjunction with the scores to calculate a 
final increase or decrease of the standard. 

2.4.4.1 Failure Mode 1: Capacity 

 The Failure Mode-based RUL for pipe capacity is derived from the standard RUL of a 
pipe and pressure / flow needs in future and specifically the following LF factors: 

• Reserve pressure ratio  
• Master Plan item 

 Where a 3/5 score for any factor results in no change of RUL; a 5/5 score results in a 
maximum decrease (delta) and a 1/5 in a maximum increase (delta). Other values 
are linearly interpolated. 

2.4.4.2 Failure Mode 2: Performance/Operation 

 The Failure Mode-based RUL for pipe capacity is derived from the RUL of a pipe and 
failure / blockage and leakage data if available and specifically the following LF 
factors: 

• Nominal diameter 
• Failure Frequency  

 Where a 3/5 score for any factor results in no change of RUL; a 5/5 score results in a 
maximum decrease (delta) and a 1/5 in a maximum increase (delta). Other values 
are linearly interpolated. 

2.4.4.3 Failure Mode 3: Condition 

 The Failure Mode-based RUL for pipe condition is derived from the RUL of a pipe 
and a deterioration model and specifically the following PRP data: 

• Undesired material 

 Where a 3/5 score for any factor results in no change of RUL; a 5/5 score results in a 
maximum decrease (delta) and a 1/5 in a maximum increase (delta). Other values 
are linearly interpolated. 

 A maximum absolute delta value of 25 years is proposed that the RUL can be 
increased or decreased due to all Failure Modes combined. 
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how the PRP score (as categorized in the legend) is also influenced by the slope 
analysis. Figure 2 shows a detailed graphical view of the same area. 

 It can for example be seen how the pipe highlighted in red has a number of LF and 
CF factors (including the location on the lower side of the road and high dynamic 
pressure) contributing to a relative high PRP score of 0,27. The short pipe shown in 
magenta has a PRP score of 0,30 mainly contributed also by its high failure 
frequency and location under the tarred road. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2:  Graphical result where PRP is also influenced by slope analysis (on aerial image) 

 

 

 

Figure 3:  Graphical result – details view  
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 The complete analysis has been performed for Swartland Municipality.  Results are 
available in the format of a GIS data set. The following is a discussion of results 
obtained and as presented in the included figures. 

Figures SWR 1 – SWR 3 show the total Pipe Replacement Potential (PRP%) for 
each pipe in the model categorised as low (<60%), average (60%-80%), high (80%-
95%) and very high (>95%) . The higher the value, the higher the potential for 
replacement. Also indicated is the location of the stand closest to the recorded pipe 
burst. Where a failure location is related to a pipe that has been replaced since the 
failure date, the location has been excluded from the map and deemed outdated. 

Table SWR 1 shows a list of pipes representing the top 50 sorted in decreasing order 
of PRP together with their 2012 replacement value. In identifying the top 50 pipes a 
filter has been introduced to ensure that each of the top 50 pipes have at least 
experienced 2 failures in recent times. These pipes are also shown on Figures SWR1 
– SWR 3  in blue together with their corresponding ranking. 

Table SWR 2 shows the total pipe failure record. 

  

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
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 The location of pipe failures should in future be recorded preferable with accurate 
GPS coordinates. This would enhance the quality of the output of this pipe failure 
model. 

 If a longer and more comprehensive pipe failure record could be obtained, the quality 
of the output can also be enhanced. 

 It is recommended that pipe replacement in Swartland Municipality is performed in 
accordance with the PRP values calculated in this study. Pipes with the highest PRP 
values should be considered to be replaced first. It should be noted that the top 50 
pipes for replacement have been ranked according to the criteria adopted for this 
study. The decision to replace a particular pipe or section of pipes should still 
however be taken on an engineering judgement basis with the results of this study as 
a guideline. 

. 

  

4. RECOMMENDATION 
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 This new calibrated and tested pipe failure model identifies with a single geographical 
view where pipe failures are most likely to occur. It is foreseen that this model will 
greatly assist the pipe replacement prioritization process as it is completely based on 
a new scientific approach. By allocating funds to replacing those pipes most likely to 
fail in future, a limited budget can be spent effectively. 

  

5. CONCLUSION 
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6. APPENDIX – FIGURES AND TABLES 
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Figure SWR1:  Swartland Towns showing Pipe Replacement Potential - Malmesbury4 
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Figure SWR2: Swartland Towns showing Pipe Replacement Potential – Yzerfontein, Darling, Moorreesburg & 
Koringberg5 
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Figure SWR3:  Swartland Towns showing Pipe Replacement Potential – Riebeek Wes and Riebeek Kasteel6 
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Table SWR1: Swartland top 50 pipes according to PRP % 
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Table SWR2: Processed pipe failure record 


